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Abstract

Abstract
This report discusses different steps of the product development of a new tool
belt, for the company Husqvarna Group, to be used by professional forestry
workers. From identifying the customers’ needs through field studies and interviews with different users, to a substantial solution to the problem.
The introduction states the purpose of the report, the research questions that this
report is discussing, and also the delimitations that have been made. The report is
focused on finding a new and better solution than the current one to attaching
holsters on the tool belt, but also how detachable braces can be attached to the
belt. Husqvarna and their current tool belt, is covered along with the main competitors’ tool belts. Then follows a chapter with theoretical background there the
QFD method and Pugh’s decision matrix are described which are later used in the
report. There is also a description of how the work in the forest is being done and
how the tool belt is used.
In the method chapter a time plan is established for the project’s different phases.
After that the QFD method is used along with a house of quality to identify the
customers’ needs and to rank the customers’ requirements and create engineering
specifications to make the requirements measureable. The house of quality includes an analysis of the competitors compared to the current tool belt from
Husqvarna. A number of different concepts are included to solve the two problems, fastener for holsters and braces are produced and are evaluated against the
set requirements with the help of Pugh’s decision matrix. A “proof of concept”
prototype is then produced from the final concept.
A summary of the opportunities for improvements on the current tool belt is displayed in the result chapter. There is a presentation of the final concept and the
corresponding prototype. The concept for attaching the holsters includes a plastic
band with holes that is attached in its lower edge so it can be folded down. Behind
the plastic band, and through the holes, flies from the holsters are threaded. The
plastic band and the holster flies is then covered and secured by a fabric band that
is sewn onto the belt in the upper end and attached to the belt with snap fasteners
in the lower end.
Finally there is a chapter with conclusions, where the methods and the results are
discussed and there are suggestions on how the work should be further continued.
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Summary

Summary
Denna rapport behandlar olika steg inom produktframtagning av ett nytt verktygsbälte för professionella skogsarbetare åt företaget Husqvarna Group. Från att
identifiera kundens behov genom fältstudier samt intervjuer med olika användare,
till en konkret lösning på problemet.
Introduktionskapitlet klargör syftet med rapporten, de frågeställningar rapporten
diskuterar och vilka avgränsningar som gjorts. Rapporten fokuserar på att hitta en
ny och bättre lösning än den nuvarande för att fästa hölster på verktygsbältet och
även hur avtagbara hängslen ska fästas i bältet. Företaget Husqvarna och deras nuvarande verktygsbälte och huvudkonkurrenternas bälten beskrivs. Sedan följer ett
kapitel med teoretisk bakgrund där QFD-metoden och Pughs beslutsmetod beskrivs som senare används i rapporten. En beskrivning av hur arbetet i skogen går
till och hur verktygsbältet används finns också med.
I kapitlet metod upprättas en tidsplan för projektets olika faser. Därefter används
QFD-metoden och ett kvalitetshus för att identifiera kundens behov och för att få
en rangordning av kundkraven samt skapa ingenjörsmässiga mätvärden på kraven.
Kvalitetshuset innehåller även en konkurrensanalys där det nuvarande bältet jämförs med konkurrenternas. Ett antal olika koncept för att lösa de två problemen,
fäste för hölster och hängslen, tas fram och utvärderas mot uppställda krav med
hjälp av Pughs beslutsmatris. En “proof of concept” prototyp tas sedan fram av
det valda konceptet.
En sammanställning av förbättringsmöjligheterna på det nuvarande verktygsbältet
läggs fram i kapitlet resultat. Där presenteras det slutliga konceptet och prototypen
av det. Konceptet för att fästa hölstren är ett hålat plastband som fästs på bältet i
underkanten av plastbandet så att det kan vikas ner. Bakom plastbandet och genom hålet träs flärpar från hölstret, det hela täcks och säkras med ett textilband
som är fastsytt i överkant och med tryckknappar i underkant.
Avslutningsvis finns ett kapitel med slutsatser, där metoderna och resultaten diskuteras och där ges förslag på hur arbetet bör tas vidare.
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Tool belt
Forestry work
Product development
Husqvarna Group
Modular detachable fastening system
Prototype
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Introduction

1 Introduction
This report covers the process of developing a new tool belt for the company
Husqvarna Group, for use by professional forestry workers. The current tool belt
the company is manufacturing has several weaknesses and the competition demands a new and better tool belt. The report describes the exam work of the three
year Bachelor of Science in the Engineering programme completed by the two authors of this report who study the mechanical engineering program at Jönköping
University School of Engineering.

1.1 Background
Husqvarna Group, also known as just Husqvarna, is the world's largest producer
of outdoor power products including robotic lawn mowers, garden tractors, chainsaws and trimmers according to their website [1]. They have a tool belt for forestry workers working with felling, limbing and bucking trees [2]. The current tool
belt is shown in Figure 1. It has place for some of the tools and accessories forestry workers need in the field. That includes a lifting hook, a lifting tong, a tape
measure and a first aid kit. A substantial flaw of the product is the way in which to
attach the holsters and tool carriers to the tool belt. It is currently being done using two small brass screws, one female threaded and one male threaded, that are
screwed together. Figure 2 shows the screws. The small screws are hard to manipulate while in use out in the forest. The screws are easily lost and workers must
bring an extra set of screws with them in the event that a screw does become lost.
The numbers of tools that can be carried by this tool belt are limited. Husqvarna
has requested for their customers, a new tool belt that can carry many types of
tools and larger objects as well, such as axes, sledgehammers, breaking bars and
spray cans. Husqvarna also wants a belt where the workers can easily shift between different holsters and carriers so the belt can be customized to suit the users’ needs. The customers also want to be able to carry more felling wedges. Today the ability to do that is limited.
Husqvarna wants to come out with a new, improved, and modern tool belt soon,
in order to keep and possibly grow their current market share. The product management specialist for accessories at Husqvarna believes that a new tool belt
would have the potential to improve the sales up to 114%, if it is very versatile
with respect to individual adjustments. The main customers for the new tool belt
are professional forestry workers who are working full time in the forest.
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Figure 1. Current tool belt and accessories from Husqvarna. Current tool belt kit including holsters and carriers for tape measure. Lifting hook and lifting tong. Holster
for lifting hook or lifting tongs and felling wedges. Holster for foot breaking bar.

Figure 2. Brass screws that hold holsters in place on the current belt from
Husqvarna.
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1.2 Purpose and research questions
The objective of this thesis is to develop a new tool belt for Husqvarna. This is
carried out in order for the company to remain in the forefront of the market, and
to assist forestry workers with a product designed to be more suitable to their
needs. As mentioned earlier, the current tool belt is out of date and has to be renewed with a new design and appearance. The purpose is to answer two questions:
 What are the customers’ requirements for the new tool belt?
 How to develop a tool belt that meets the customers’ requirements?
This report is focusing on developing a new attachment system to mount the tool
holsters and holders on the belt instead of the screws used today, see Figure 2.
The new attachment system does not, according to Husqvarna, have to be compatible with the older holsters from Husqvarna or other manufactures. The aim is
that the customers will choose the new tool belt from Husqvarna because it is the
best one on the market and that the customers then are willing to buy all the holsters and other accessories compatible to the belt. Also studied in this report, a
new way in which to fasten the braces to the belt. The new tool belt should be
made in consideration of professional forestry workers, and should be a high quality tool belt rather than one for occasional use.

1.3 Delimitations
This report will cover all work being done by the students during the time period
January 2014 to May 2014. Due to the time limit this project will, after a thorough
research on what the customers’ requirements are, as mentioned in chapter 1.2,
mostly focus on developing a new attachment system between the belt and the
holsters and also a fastening method for braces. The QFD-method is used, but
most of the focus is placed on the first four steps of it. This report will briefly
cover other developments and improvements to the tool belt. The final layout of
the product will be excluding in this report and will be done by employees of
Husqvarna after the time period of this work. A function model will be produced
but a final prototype of the whole tool belt will not be produced. The thesis will
give suggestion to materials for the final product, but final material selection will
be done later by Husqvarna.

1.4 Outline
Chapter 2, describes the different theoretical information and methods that is the
basis of this report and chapter 3 will then describe the methods used in the work
of this report. In chapter 4, the findings are presented and analyzed and then discussed in chapter 5 which includes a discussion of the method and a conclusion.
Finally, the references and the appendices together with supporting documents are
listed.
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2 Theoretical background
This chapter describes the theoretical background that the report is based on. It
includes a description of forestry work and the harsh environment the tool belt
will be exposed to, the QFD-method, and Pugh’s decision method.

2.1 Forestry work
The environment for forestry workers is very tough and requires robust and high
quality equipment to handle the harsh environment. Materials from the military
have been used earlier by Husqvarna in their products, but in some cases they are
too weak for use by forestry workers. To provide strong technical solutions with
good design and robust materials it is vital to keep in mind what the tool belt will
be exposed to.
Resin from the trees, water, matchwood and dirt will be released when cutting
trees with a chainsaw. For example, if resin attaches to a piece of Velcro tape, the
function of the Velcro tape will be diminished. This is why it is so important to
study the environment and how the belt will be used in the field to predict the
main belt exposure areas. There should be holes in the bottom of the holsters or a
cover at the top of holsters to prevent matchwood getting stuck in the holsters.
Some forestry workers leave the tool belt outside during the night and it is important that the material does not mold or absorb water. Also pests, for example
rats, can damage the belt when it is not in use.
The tools that need to fit in the belt can vary from user to user depending on what
type of work the user utilizes the belt for. The most common tools used on a tool
belt for professional forestry workers are: a lifting hook, a lifting tong, a tape
measure, felling wedges and some sort of breaking bar, for example a foot breaking bar or an impact breaking bar. Some prefer a sledgehammer, used to knock in
the felling wedges into the saw cut instead of a breaking bar. An impact breaking
bar can also be used for this purpose but a sledgehammer is usually better. All of
these forestry tools can be seen in Figure 3 and a sledgehammer is shown in Figure 4. A fully loaded tool belt can weigh up to 7 kg which then requires some forestry workers to attach braces to their belt to support the weight.
There are also other work assignments that a tool belt can be used for. Before
felling trees, there is planning work, which contains marking trees with marking
spray and marking areas of the forest with flagging tape. A holster for flagging
tape and a spray can will then be necessary. Because of these different work assignments, holsters have to be changed easily depending on what work has to be
done. What types of tools and where to put them on the belt, will vary a lot from
user to user, so a customizable belt is required with a modular attachment system
for the holsters.
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Figure 3. Forestry tools from Husqvarna. Lifting hook. Lifting tong. Tape measure.
Foot breaking bar. Impact bar, light. Felling wedges.

Figure 4. Sledgehammer from Swedol.

2.2 QFD
The first research question of this work, found in chapter 1.2 of this report, which
is “what are the customers’ requirements on the new tool belt?” To be able to answer this question, the QFD method is used. It helps to Figure out what the users
want out of the new tool belt and how to meet those demands, which will help to
answer the second research question, which is “how to develop a tool belt that
meet the customers’ requirements?”
The method is described in the book The Mechanical Design Process by David G
Ullman [3]. QFD stands for Quality Function Deployment and it is a “method to
transform user demands into design quality, to deploy the functions forming quality, and to deploy methods for achieving the design quality into subsystems and
component parts, and ultimately to specific elements of the manufacturing process.”, [4] as described by Dr. Yoji Akao, who is the father of QFD and developed
it in Japan in 1966.

2.2.1

The 8 steps of the QFD process

The information gathered by the QFD process is put into and displayed in the
house of quality, also known as the QFD diagram. A layout of the house of quality can be seen in Figure 5. The house of quality guides the user through the QFD
process and shows the results in a clear way. It consists of eight steps, all represented by the numbered boxes in Figure 5. The first step is to determine who the
customers are, as it can be more than one type of customer. It can be the end user
or the purchaser, if that is another person. The customer can also be any other
person involved with the product such as manufacturer, sale staff, etc.
9
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Figure 5. House of Quality components from a QFD process. Depicted from Figure
6.3 in The mechanical design process [3].

Step 2 is to determine what the customers want from the product, therefore the
customers’ demands. For the user this will be the usage demands and what they
want the product to do. This can be determined by user surveys, user studies and
observations, or focus groups. Any combination of these methods can also be
used in the specification of needs. All the demands are then listed in the house of
quality. In step 3, the aim is to figure out which customer demands are most important, it is called who versus what. This is carried out by letting the customers
rank their demands with respect to importance. There are different ways to do
this. One is to let the customer give each demand a rank from for example 1 to
10, with 10 being the most important. This tends to give all, or a lot of the demands, a high ranking. Another way is to give the customer a fixed sum of ranking
points, for example 100 points, to be distributed over all of the demands. It forces
the consumers to rank some demands low if they want other demands to be
ranked high.
Next, in step 4, the competition is evaluated to find out how well the competitors
meet the customers’ demands, called now versus what. If the purpose is to redesign a product that the company already makes, the current product should be one
of the competing products currently on the market. This is done so that if the current product is ranked high on one demand, the feature that makes it ranked high
can be kept in the new product. It is also done to find out what opportunities exist
to make a better product than the current one and better than the competitors’
product as well. If a competitor is ranked higher in the fulfillment of a demand, it
is useful to study why it is better, and possibly to get some ideas to incorporate in
the new product. Caution must also be taken so no patent infringements occur.
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A more difficult step, step 5, is to generate engineering specifications. That is to
find out how to measure if the customers’ demands are met. Something important
to notice is that these engineering specifications have to be evaluated. It also needs
to be determined if a lower value or a higher value is desirable. A point value can
also be the desired, if a specific target is the main focus. These three options are
represented by symbols, an arrow pointing up for larger value or down for lower
value, or a specific point for a point value.
In the “what versus how” matrix, in step 6, the relation between the customers’
demands and the engineering specifications are determined. The strength of each
relationship is determined and graded. 1 point is given for a weak relation, 3
points for a medium relation and 9 points for a strong relation. The different relations are represented by three different symbols, a triangle for a weak relation, a
circle for a medium relation and a filled circle for a strong relation. If there is no
relation, the cell is left blank. All of the customers’ demands need to be related to
at least one engineering specification, and at least one should be strongly represented. It is desired to have an engineering specification that measures more than
one customers’ demand.
In step 7 the importance of the engineering specifications are calculated and displayed. The method to calculate the importance is as follows. The importance of
each demand, from step 3, is multiplied with the relationship value for each engineering specification, from step 6, to get a weighted value. The weighted values
are then summed up for each engineering specification. If there is more than one
customer this needs to be done for each customer individually. Another goal in
this step is to set target values for the engineering specifications in order to determine how much is desired. A threshold value can also be set, over or under which,
depending on the symbol set in step 5, the product is unacceptable.
The last step in the QFD process is to find relations between the engineering
specifications. This step is called “how versus how”. If one engineering specification is improved, how does that affect the other engineering specifications? They
can be independent of each other or have a positive correlation, which means that
if one is improved the other one will also be improved. A negative correlation is
also possible, i.e. if one is improved the other one will decline. The aim is to have
mostly independent engineering specifications and to avoid too many negative
correlations to be able to design a good product.
This is shown by listing all the engineering specifications set in step 5 and then
draw diagonal lines from all the cells that contains an engineering specification.
This creates a check pattern in the form of a roof to the house of quality, shown
in Figure 5. Each diamond shaped cell in the roof connects an engineering specification to another and the relations between them are marked with a symbol. Two
plus symbols indicate a strong positive correlation, one plus symbol indicates positive correlation, a downward pointing triangle symbol indicates strong negative
correlation and a minus symbols indicates a negative correlation. If there is no
correlation, the cell is left blank.
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2.3 Decision matrix - Pugh’s method
A method to compare and evaluate different concepts is the decision-matrix
method, also called Pugh’s method after its inventor Stuart Pugh. The method is
described in the book The Mechanical Design Process by David G Ullman [3]. It is a
method of scoring alternative concepts relative to others of how well they meet
the different criteria. The scores can then be compared to help choose the best
concept or concepts to further develop. It consists of six steps and an outline of
the matrix shown in Figure 6. The first step is to state the issue, and since the matrix in this report will be used to choose which concepts to go on with, the issue
will be: “choose concepts for further development”.

Figure 6. The basic structure of the decision matrix in Pugh’s method. Depicted from
Figure 8.5 in The mechanical design process [3].

The second step is to list the different alternative concepts developed in the concept generation stage of the product development process. They need to be at the
same abstraction level to get a fair comparison. The concepts should all be represented equally, generally by simple sketches that show their function.
The concepts need to be evaluated in regards to the criteria or requirements set
for the issue. These requirements can be, and usually are, a mix of customer requirements and engineering specifications, discussed in chapter 2.2.1 of this report. In step three the criteria are listed, and the fourth step is to give them relative importance. One way of doing that is to let the customers set the importance,
this is described in step 3 of the QFD method in chapter 2.2.1.
The fifth step is to evaluate the alternatives. One concept, preferably a favorite
among the members of the product development team, is chosen a baseline which
then all other concepts are being compared to. If the task is to redesign an existing
product, as is the case of this tool belt, the existing concept should be the baseline.
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The other concepts are then evaluated compared to the baseline concept for each
criterion and judged better, worse, or about the same as the baseline. If it is better
than the baseline for a certain criterion the concept is given the score +1 and if it
does not meet the criterion as well as the baseline concept, a -1 is given. If they are
about the same, the score will be zero.
The last step, step six, is to compute the results of the evaluation. The total score
is summed up for each concepts and can be compared between the alternatives. A
better way of comparison is to compute the weighted total for the concepts. That
means to sum up the scores multiplied by the importance weighting. If the importance weight is in one column and the evaluation scores for a concept are in
one column, the weighted total will be the dot product of those two columns. If
the spreadsheet software Microsoft Excel is used the function is called sumproduct. The scores should not be seen as an absolute measure of how good each concept is, but rather for guidance to choose the best concept or concepts to continue
with further development.
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3 Method and implementation
3.1 Project planning
Early in the project a timeline was developed with a set of phases and tasks to be
carried out during the project. It also shows what type of results should come out
of each phase. The outline of the timeline can be viewed in Figure 7, and a larger
version of it can be found in appendix 8.1. The timeline is made using a Gantt
chart [5] and flowchart showing all the phases of the project and what is to be
achieved by each phase.
The project starts in January 2014 with a planning phase, where the objectives and
the purpose of the project are written down in this report. The delimitations, the
items that are not going to be included in this project and in this report are also
written down in this phase as well as the timeline itself. The delivery of this phase
is a start of this report including background, purpose and research questions and
the timeline of the project.
After the initial planning, user interviews are planned and relevant questions for
the users are also developed. Contacts are made with users and relevant staff from
Husqvarna involved in this product, to find out what demands to be met by the
new product. A user study of the existing tool belt being used in the forest is also
performed. The delivery of this phase is an interview protocol and an updated report.

Figure 7. Timeline for the project. A larger version of it can be found in appendix 8.1.

Once the interviews has been completed, all the input from users and Husqvarna
staff is compiled into a “house of quality” using the quality function deployment
process, QFD as described in the book The Mechanical Design Process [3] and discussed in chapter 2.2 of this report. The final house of quality can be seen in appendix 8.4.
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3.2 The QFD method
This project and the report will mainly focus on the steps of the QFD process, described in chapter 2.2, found most useful for this project. These steps are step 1 to
4, which include finding who the customers are, what the customers’ requirements
are, and the importance of them. Also, the evaluation and the current product and
the competition. The method used in these steps are covered by chapter 3.2.1 and
3.2.2. Step 5, 6 and 8 are briefly covered and step 7 is not covered in this report.
The QFD process and the house of quality can be further used and implemented
later in the development of the final product by Husqvarna.
3.2.1

Customers’ requirements

In total 10 people are interviewed to find out what a forestry worker want in a
new tool belt. Six people are employees of Husqvarna and they all have previous
experience with working in the forest and using a tool belt. One person is from a
store that sells the current tool belt from Husqvarna and the Stihl’s tool belt. He
also has experience in working in the forest and using a tool belt. The last three interviewed are three professional forestry workers with decades of experience of
working in the forestry industry and they have years of experience of testing and
evaluating new products and even prototypes of upcoming products from
Husqvarna.
The interview questions are based on the interview protocol found in appendix
8.2. The answers collected from the interviews and all input from the interviewees
is the basis of determining the customers’ requirements of the new belt. A form
with the most common requirements found in the interviews is sent out to all the
interviewees to fill in. A translation of the form is provided in the first column of
Table 1, and the previous form was in Swedish.
The number of requirements found is 25 for the belt, divided into four categories:
holsters and holders, belt, material and other. Five wishes for an accessory to the
belt is also included in the form and listed in the bottom of Table 1. The users
surveyed are asked to distribute a total of 100 points to the user requirements in
each category, representing how important the user believes each requirement to
be. A higher number of points means a more important requirement. This fixed
sum method is used because it forces the user to rate some requirements low if
they want other ones to be rated highly. This method survey method is a part of
the QFD process and is described in The mechanical design process [3] and described
in the theoretical background in chapter 2 of this report. The ratings of all the users surveyed are averaged and weighted over the categories to be able to compare
all the requirements against each other better.
The customers’ requirements form, in Table 1, was also put in a post on an internet forum, called Skogsforum [6], dedicated for people working with, and interested in, forestry work in Sweden. The filled out forms from users on the internet
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forum are also being used to determine the weighting of the customers’ requirements in the QFD process. A compilation of the filled out forms with the points
summed up and averaged and also weighted can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Customer requirements form with compilation of the points from users
Tool belt

Average Weighted

Holster and holders
Easy to change and move holsters around the belt
Easy to get tools in and out of holsters
Holsters fixed in place when placed on belt
Changeable height for holsters
Place for many felling wedges
Hostler keeps hooks and scissor sharp
Holder for sledgehammer/ breaking bar/ axe
Holder for spray can or water bottle (and small fuel bottle)
Universal holster/pocket for planning (for flagging tape, radio controller, phone etc)
Holder for chalk
Holsters kept free of water and sticks and needles
Sum=100
Belt
Easy to adjust size
Belt buckle keeps the size
Ergonomic belt
Comfortable to wear
Sum=100
Material
Robust
Scratch tolerant materials
Pest resilient materials
Mould resilient material
Keeps dry
Keeps you warm when it’s cold
Keeps you cool when it’s hot
Sum=100
Other
Good design
Low price
Good instructions how to use the belt
Sum=100

10.43
21.00
14.86
6.00
11.57
6.79
9.43
3.36
6.00
4.50
6.07
100

4.59
9.24
6.54
2.64
5.09
2.99
4.15
1.48
2.64
1.98
2.67

23.08
17.31
32.69
26.92
100

3.69
2.77
5.23
4.31

43.38
6.31
5.23
8.77
10.77
15.38
10.15
100

12.15
1.77
1.46
2.46
3.02
4.31
2.84

32.50
41.67
25.83
100

3.90
4.81
2.98
99.69

Accessories
Fasten braces on the belt
Vest instead of braces with pockets
Back pack carrier for chain saw
“Camel back” for water
Seat cushion
Sum=100

31.67
21.92
15.92
16.75
13.75
100

A total of 14 reviews are input in the spreadsheet used to calculate the weighting
of the customers’ requirements. The spreadsheet can be found in appendix 8.3.
Some of the people did not fill out the form in its entirety. The points for each requirement is summed up in the “Total” column and then divided by the number
of answers for the requirement in the column “Average”. The averaged numbers
are then weighted over each category of requirements. The averaged number for
each requirement is multiplied with the number of requirements in that category
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divided by the total number of categories. For example, for the first requirement,
the averaged number 10.43 is multiplied with 11/25, which will give the weighted
number 4.59 for that requirement. This method is used to be able to compare all
the requirements from the different categories.

3.2.2

Evaluate current tool belt and competition

The current tool belt was developed in the 1980s and very few changes have been
made since then. Therefore, Husqvarna wants to present to their customers a
completely new belt showcasing new features and a new design. The competition
on the market are mainly tool belts from other companies in the industry such as
Stihl [7], Timberline [8], Fiskars [9], and EIA [10]. These are shown in Figure 8Figure 11. But there are also a variety of other tool belts made primarily for carpenters and craftsmen used by forestry workers, often modified to meet the user’s
needs.

Figure 8. Forestry accessories from Stihl. Leather tool belt. Back cover. Back piece
with first aid. Breaking bar holster. Marking spray holster. Holster for tape measure
and lifting hook or lifting tong. Holster for lifting hook or lifting tong and felling
wedges.
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Figure 9. Tool belt and tool holders from Timberline. Ripstop Treefellers combination tool belt. Ripstop wedge holders. Leather roll hammer holder. Spray can holder.

Figure 10. Tool belt and accessories from Fiskars. WoodXpert tool belt. Plastic
shealth for lifting hook and lifting tong. Holster for tape measure and lifting hook or
lifting tong. Universal pocket.

Figure 11. Complete tool belt with tools from EIA. Holder for a breaking bar. Holster for lifting hook or lifting tong and tape measure. Holster for lifting hook or lifting
tong and a felling wedge.
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The current tool belt from Husqvarna is analyzed and tested to see how useful it
is. Inputs from the people being interviewed have also been taking in to consideration. The competitors are also analyzed as good as possible from the information
and pictures found on the internet, which can be viewed in Figure 8-Figure 11. All
the products are graded, from one to five, how well they meet each customers’ requirement set from the user interviews. The grading system is the same that is
used in the book The mechanical design process [3]. The scale is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The product does not meet the requirement at all.
The product meets the requirements slightly.
The product meets the requirements somewhat.
The product meets the requirements mostly.
The product fulfills the requirements completely.

There is a graph on the right of the quality house which illustrate the scores of all
demands for all the different tool belts. The house of quality can be found in appendix 8.4 and cropped version of it can be found in Table 2.
Once the house of quality is set up the results from it can be analyzed. First the
current belt from Husqvarna is evaluated in comparison to the customers’ demands. Then the other competitors are evaluated in the same manner. This is the
result from step 4 in the QFD process described in chapter 2.2.1 in this report, in
the theoretical background. The result from these evaluations are shown in Table
2, it is cropped from the house of quality found in appendix 8.4. The template for
the house of quality used in this report is found on Qfdonline [11].
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Table 2. Evaluation of current belt from Husqvarna and the tool belts from competitors. Cropped from the house of quality in appendix 8.4

Current tool belt from Husqvarna

The current belt from Husqvarna, as seen in Figure 1, has small pairs of brass
screws that together hold each holster in place on two points on the belt. The
screws are hard to screw together by hand and you need a screwdriver to do it
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thoroughly. That does not make it easy to change and move holsters on the belt
but it makes the holsters fixed on the belt. That gives a low score on demand 1
and a high score on demand 3. The plastic holsters are stiff and sleek which makes
the lifting hook and the lifting tong slide in the holsters easily. The holsters have
holes in three different heights, which make it possible to adjust height. The plastic material also keeps the lifting hook and the lifting tong sharp.
In the tool belt kit there is no holster for felling wedges, but a holster is sold separately. That one has place for two large wedges and one small wedge. Another holster that is sold separately as well, is one for a telescopic foot breaking bar, but it
could also somewhat fit a larger tool, such as a larger breaking or a sledgehammer,
tools used to knock in the wedges. All the holsters are open in the bottom to drain
out water and sticks and needles that could fill up a closed holster, but the holsters
are not optimal.
Husqvarna does not have a holder for a spray can or water bottle, they also do not
have a universal pocket to fit various accessories and devices such as flagging tape
use to mark trees, radio controller for logging machines or a cellphone.
The belt has a set number of holes to adjust the size of it and the size is not easily
changed. But once the belt is fitted, it holds its size well. The wide back of the belt
and its overall shape makes the belt ergonomic and comfortable to wear.
The width of Husqvarna’s current belt makes it ergonomic and it distributes the
weight from all the tools well. The weight is concentrated around the hips to
achieve less perceived weight. That also prevents injuries to forestry workers during work. Because of the advantages of a wide belt, this feature will also be incorporated on the new tool belt.
The material on the current belt is a plastic material also used for stretchers in the
military. There are many benefits with the plastic material such as:





It is strong and robust
It handles the cold
It keeps its shape when cold or wet
It is cheaper than leather and many other comparison material

These good material qualities make Husqvarna’s tool belt at the forefront of the
competition. Many companies use leather for the belt and holsters. A disadvantage
of using leather is that the material is absorbing water and then gets heavy and
cold when it is wet. It can also form mold when the belt get left outside overnight,
which often happens. Advantages of leather is that it is ergonomic, robust and it
has a “premium feeling”, it looks more high quality and more expensive. A combination of plastic and leather is a combination used by some of the competitors,
which use leather where it’s needed and plastic to stabilize, for example holsters. It
is something that can be incorporated in the new tool belt. The current belt from
Husqvarna dries fast but is not good when it comes to breathability
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One strong demand is to make the tool belt easy to use. Husqvarna can improve
in demonstrating to customers what their products can be used. Some users find it
hard to know what purpose all the pockets and holsters are made for, because
there is no picture or manual for the current belt. The new tool belt should include better instructions and pictures of how to use it, and possibly also what the
most ergonomic way is of carry the tools on the belt. A way to show customers
how to use the belt and where to put specific tools in the tool belt is to screen
print on the holsters to illustrate what tool should be in the specific holster.
Evaluation of competitors

For some trademark, there is a slight difference in their function and design. But
the holsters are more or less the same for the lifting hook and the lifting tong
among all the manufactures. This indicates that maybe this is the ultimate solution
that has been developed so far. That is something to keep in mind for further
modifications on the current tool belt. It is important to keep good solutions from
different current tool belts and apply them on the upcoming tool belt.
The first customers’ demand, listed in the house of quality found in appendix 8.4,
is “easy to change and move holsters around the belt”. Stihl and EIA are those
who get the highest score on this demand. It’s because their holsters can be
threaded on a thin leather belt. But this solution causes low score on the demand
that says “holsters fixed in place when placed on belt”, because the holsters can
easily slide on the belt while using it and it is therefore not a solution that should
be incorporated in the new tool belt. The lowest score on the first demand goes to
Timberline because their holsters are sewn on the belt, which gives the user little
freedom to customize the belt. But they do have the option to put on more holsters, shown in Figure 9, using the same function as Stihl and EIA.
EIA has a good solution for fastening the lifting hook and the lifting tong in the
holster, see Figure 11. It is a metallic spring that pinches on it so it will not fall out
of the holster. Husqvarna’s has a rivet in the middle of the holster to provide the
lifting hook and lifting tong from falling out of the holster too easily. This rivet
causes difficulty for some users because it bonds with the lifting hook or lifting
tong which makes them stuck when they are taken out of the holster. The rivet
can also damage the edge of the lifting tong, that grips the log, and make it less
sharp. The function of the metallic spring that pinches on the tools is something
that could be incorporated in the design of the new tool belt.
To be able to change height of the holster is something that is only possible on
Husqvarna’s belt. It is not one of the most important requirements, according to
the weighted customers’ requirements on the house of quality found in appendix
8.4. But it is something that should be kept in the new tool belt to keep
Husqvarna’s tool belt different, better and more customizable than the competitors’.
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The belt buckle used on Timberline’s belt, as seen in Figure 9, makes it easy to adjust size since it does not have fixed steps for adjustment like Husqvarna’s model.
But, Timberline’s buckle is not as good as Husqvarna’s when it comes to holding
the sizes. A plastic buckle like the one used in Timberline’s belt can make the belt
become loose if it is tilted forward, for instance on users with a large stomach, and
making it hard to get the belt tightly fitted. A belt buckle that combines the step
less adjustment from Timberline’s belt with the ability to hold the belts size as well
as Husqvarna’s is ideal.
Many of the competitors have a larger supply of accessories to their tool belts with
many different types of holster and holders for tools. Husqvarna does not manufacture holsters for:
 A larger striking tool such as a breaking bar or a sledgehammer
 Marking spray
 A pocket for flagging tape and other equipment
The new tool belt should incorporate holsters and pockets for these types of accessories, sold separately, to make the tool belt more customizable and more useful in other types of forestry work other than just felling and logging.

3.2.3

Generate engineering specifications

The engineering specifications are carried out with use of the customers’ requirements and by figuring out ways to measure how the new products meet the customer’s requirements set earlier. All of the engineering specifications must be
measurable and determined if a lower value, a higher value or a specific value, also
called point value, is desirable. The procedure is done until all the customers’ requirements can relate to at least one engineering specification. The engineering
specifications set for the tool belt are listed under “quality characteristics” in the
house of quality found in appendix 8.4.

3.2.4

Relate customers’ requirements to engineering specifications

After the engineering specifications are set, they are related to the customers’ requirements. The requirements are analyzed one at a time, and the strength of the
relation to the engineering specifications is marked by a symbol. This is described
in step 6 of the QFD process in chapter 2.2. All of the customers’ requirements
need to relate to at least one engineering specification and preferably more than
one requirement that relates to one engineering specification.
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3.2.5

Identify correlations between the engineering specifications

The last step, step 8 from chapter 2.2.1, of the QFD process is to identify the correlations between the engineering specifications. If one engineering specification is
improved, how does that affect the other engineering specifications? They can be
independent of each other or have a positive correlation, i.e. if one is improved
the other one will also be improved. A negative correlation is also possible, i.e. if
one is improved the other is depreciated.
Seven positive correlations are found among the engineering specifications, out of
which three are found to be substantial. The specifications “number of places to
attach holsters on belt” and “number of holsters that fits on the belt” have a
strong correlation. “Force to get tool in holster” and “force to get tools out of
holders” strongly correlate as well as “number of holsters that fits on the belt” and
“number of tools that can be carried”. The other positive correlations are:
 “Number of places to attach holsters on belt” and “number of height steps
for holsters”
 “Number of places to attach holsters on belt” and “number of tools that
can be carried”
 “Number of felling wedges fit in holster” and “Number of holsters that fits
on the belt”
 “Number of felling wedges fit in holster” and “Number of tools that can
be carried”
There are also two negative correlations between some of the specifications. If
“width of belt on certain parts on the belt” is changed, it will affect the “amount
of water vapor in grams can pass through a square meter of the fabric from the inside to the outside in a 24 hour period”, which is a standard measurement of
breathability of clothes. Also, if trying to increase the “waterproof rating in mm”,
the breathability of the belt will decrease.
Many forestry workers, noted in this research, often combine belts and holsters
from different companies to get a tool belt that is the best suited their needs, seen
in Figure 13. A lot of workers utilize a belt from Fristads called Snikki Ergo belt
[12], seen in Figure 12. This belt is made for carpenters and craftsmen. It is a wide
leather belt with a vegetable-tanned split hide inside, pouches and holders then attach on a 40 mm wide nylon strap. It a robust, ergonomic and comfortable belt,
but the leather and split hide are not the most optimal materials to use in a tool
belt, since it is used in the forest and is exposed to a wide range of weather conditions. These organic materials are also not designed to be pest and mold resistant.
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Figure 12. Fristads Snikki Ergo belt.

Figure 13. Custom made tool belt based on the belt from Snikki [12].

3.3 Concept generation and sketching
Once the customers’ requirements are set and the current belt and those of the
competition are evaluated enabling better ideas and concepts for the new tool belt
to be developed. This report focuses on finding a new method of attaching the
holsters on the belt and also how to attach braces on the belt. Inspiration and
ideas for new concepts have sometimes come from looking at other types of tool
belt, for example for carpenters and craftsmen. Some of the functions they are
modified to meet the requirements set on this tool belt.
3.3.1

Fastener for holsters

To be able to change and move around holsters on the tool belt, another method
to fasten the holsters. Something other than to screw the holsters on, like the current belt requires, needs to be created. There are a number of requirements for the
attachment system. These requirements are set by the authors of this report with
the customers’ requirements and the interviewees’ opinions in mind. The fastening
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method should be detachable, quick and easy to fasten and change holsters, and
they should be attached by hand with no tools needed. One should have the ability to remove and add holsters without displacing others in the process. The holsters should be kept fixed in place, not move or swing sideways, and not move up
or down when tools are taken in or out of the holster. The holsters should be kept
smooth on the outside to make it easy to get tools in and out with ease. There
should be many points of attachments in sideways around the belt, step less is
ideal, with a short distance between two points of attachments. The aim is to have
similar specifications as the current tool belt, 21 mm, since it is a customer requirement and the tool belt should not be worsen. It should have inter-changeable
height for holsters. The aim, again, is to have the same specifications as the current tool belt, 3 steps and 35 mm between each point of attachment. But since this
is a requirement that got a lower score of importance, seen in Table 1, it is a less
vital feature.
The requirements for the attachment system for the holsters and their importance
are listed in Table 3. A number of different methods are studied and several ideas
are sketched and presented below.
One common way to fasten the holster on another tool belt other than
Husqvarna’s, is to just thread them on a strap, for example on a standard leather
belt or on the strap of the tool belt from Snikki, [12] see Figure 12, both displayed
in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Holster treaded on a leather belt and on the tool belt from Snikki.

Toughbuilt tool belt for professional carpenters [13], seen in Figure 15, is a tool
belt that has a good modularity and it has easily changeable holsters around the
belt. Plastic clamps are located on the strap around the belt and it uses an easy
click function in order to change holsters when the plastic clamps are located
where you want them on the strap. This solution for a modular tool belt has too
many parts and seems “over engineered”. Many of the problems being analyzed
are solved with this design but it is still not quite perfect. It is too bulky to use by a
forestry worker and the click function will probably have difficulty withstanding
the harsh environment it would be exposed to, described in chapter 2.1.
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Figure 15. Tool belt from Toughbuilt with attachment clamps.

Figure 16 is a sketch of a similar solution as Figure 15 from Toughbuilt. The difference is the eyelets around the strap. Inside the plastic clamp, there is a spike
that is threaded inside of an eyelet, which prevents holsters from sliding sideways.

Figure 16. Plastic clamp attach on eyelets on the belt.

Figure 17 shows a hem belt from Iron Dog tool gear [14]. On the back of the holsters, there is a metallic snap hook that can be mounted on the hem belt. This is
an easy and robust solution for the modular problem that features fewer parts and
greater functionality. The problem with this design is that it can unhook when the
holster is lifted upwards and it has only one height setting.

Figure 17. Hem tool belt from Iron dog tool gear with holsters.
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Figure 18 is a similar sketch as Figure 17. It has a block that prevents holsters
from dismounting when hook and lifting tongue are being used. A disadvantage
with this solution is that height cannot be adjusted.

Figure 18. Sketch of a hem belt and holster to fasten on the belt.

Figure 19 shows a belt with one upper and one lower hem section. On the back of
the holster, there is a plastic part with the form of an H. The plastic part can be
bowed into the hem sections. This method locks the holster in the up and down
direction.

Figure 19. Sketch of a double hem belt.

Figure 20 shows an alternative way to fasten the holster on a hem belt. By threading two leather or plastic straps through the hem and locking it by attaching it to
itself with a button.
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Figure 20. Sketch of how to attach holsters to a hem belt using straps that then attach to their corresponding pieces.

Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. shows a belt with several strap bindings. This
unction can be found on snowboard and inline skate bindings. The holster has
two straps that can be attached to the strap in bindings that allows one to adjust
the height of the holster. This is an expensive and bulky solution for a tool belt.

Figure 21. Sketch of strap bindings from inline skates.

Snickers Workwear has a tool belt for carpenters [15], seen in Figure 22, that has
an attachment system that includes plastic flies that slide down behind a strap on
the belt that is sewn on its lower end. It also has a second strap, sewn on its upper
end that is folded over the holster attachment and prevents the holster from moving upwards. The second strap is tightly stretched when the belt is worn and it secures the holsters even more. It also has snap fasteners to keep the strap down.
This system does not however keep the holsters from moving sideways, which is a
strong requirement.
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Figure 22. Carpenters’ tool belt from Snickers Workwear.

Figure 23 is a sketch of a similar function as Figure 22. The difference is the spikes
on the holster and holes with eyelets on the strap. This prevents holsters from
sliding sideways.

Figure 23. Sketch of an attachment system including spikes in eyelets and a cover
strap.

Figure 24 shows the same function as Figure 23, but there are stops instead of
eyelets around the belt. It makes holsters fixed in place just as the eyelets.

Figure 24. Sketch of an attachment system with stops inside the belt to prevent holsters from sliding sideways.
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3.3.2

Fastener for braces

The highest requested accessory for the tool belt, as seen by the high score of the
customers’ requirements in Table 1, is to be able to fasten braces on the tool belt.
The fastening method should be so that the braces are easy to attach and remove
while the belt is kept on. It needs to hold up the weight of a fully loaded tool belt
which can be up to 7 kg. It should have three points of attachments, two on the
front and one on the back. The one on the back should possibly be wider. It is not
necessary to have the same attachment system on the two front ones as on the
one in the back. The fastening method cannot be in the way of the wearer and the
fastening method should not be compromised by the harsh environment it is exposed to in the forest, as described in chapter 2.1. Below are different fastening
methods from other braces on the market and also a number of sketches on other
solutions.
Today Husqvarna has a type of braces for their pants for forestry workers. They
are being fastened by threading on two slots of a piece of leather over two sewed
on buttons on the pants as seen in Figure 25. This method could be implemented
on the tool belt just by adding buttons on the belt. The current suspenders could
then be used. However these suspenders are not designed to be used with the tool
belt. The fastening method is not strong enough to support the weight from the
tool belt and the suspenders needs to be wider and more comfortable to wear.

Figure 25. Current braces from Husqvarna. Fastened on buttons.

Another method is to hook on the braces with metal, or plastic clip-on hooks, in a
hem on the belt. This function can be seen on the suspenders from Iron dog tool
gear [14] in Figure 26. They tend to get bulky and take up important space on the
belt.
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Figure 26. Braces from Iron dog tool gear.

The fastening method used on the carpenters’ tool belt from Snickers, and seen in
Figure 27, is an easy way to fasten the braces. It is a metal hook that slides horizontally into a hem on the belt. It takes up little space on the belt and is easy to attach and remove, at least on the front side of the belt. On the back it is harder to
attach it since you cannot see it.

Figure 27. Braces for the tool belt from Snickers.

One method is to thread a strap through a loop on the belt and attach it to itself
as seen in Figure 28. This would not be robust enough for the forces and the environment it is exposed to.
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Figure 28. Sketch of strap through a loop fastener.

Using a metal or plastic spring buckle that attach on a wide flat loop as in Figure
29 is another possible solution. It is easy to attach and remove even on the back
and it keeps the strap flat and not twisting.

Figure 29. Sketch of a spring buckle on a flat loop.

Another method is to use a turning fastener as seen in Figure 30. A male connector is on the belt and the female hole is on the braces and they are turned sideways to connect and are then kept in place.

Figure 30. Sketch of a male/ female turning fastener.
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A rotating snap fastener seen in Figure 31 that is attached on a loop on the belt is
another solution.

Figure 31. Rotation snap fastener.

A solution, at least for the attaching the back strap of the braces, that desirably
should be wider, is to use a zipper as seen in Figure 32. The holder of the zipper
could also be attached to the belt to prevent the zipper from unzipping. A downside to this is that it is hard to fasten the zipper on the back while the belt is worn.

Figure 32. Sketch of a zipper attachment with a snap fastener.

A strap from the braces can be threaded under the belt and through a hem on the
belt and be attached by a side release buckle as in Figure 33. It could also be
threaded through only the hem.
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Figure 33. Side release buckle through a hem on the belt.

A further development of the method, seen in Figure 33, is to have the female
part of the side release buckle permanently attached to the belt and possibly covered under a hem, as seen in Figure 34. The male part of the side release buckle on
the strap of the braces can then attach to its female counterpart. An easier way to
release the buckle is to use a front release buckle, also seen in Figure 34.

Figure 34. Sketch of a side release buckle with the female part on the belt and the
male part on the braces. Front release buckle.

3.4 Decision matrix - Pugh’s method
To evaluate which of the concepts generated for attaching the holster to the belt
are the best to continue developing, Pugh’s method with a decision matrix, described in chapter 2.3, was used. The matrix was set up using the spread sheet
software Microsoft Excel and the matrix can be seen in Table 4. A larger version
of it can be found in appendix 8.5. The different concepts were evaluated compared to the current tool belt, with the screws as the attachment system for the
holsters.
In the decision matrix in the Pugh’s method, the importance of each requirement
has to be determined. To decide the importance of the requirements for fastening
the holsters on the belt, a pairwise comparison matrix was used. It is made by listing all the requirements on a spreadsheet then compare them pairwise to determine if one of the requirements are more important than the other or if they are
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equally important. The two authors of this report were given one point each for
every pairwise comparison, and gave one point to the most important requirement
or a half point to each of them if they are found to be equal. The method is repeated for all pairs and the points are summed up and the importance is determined. The result of this comparison can be found in Table 3.
Table 3. Decision of importance of requirements for holster fastener
1

Requirements
1. Detachable - quick and easy to fasten and change.

2
2

2. Ability to remove and add holsters without moving others. 0
3. Holsters are kept fixed in place.

2

4. The holsters are kept smooth on the outside.

1.5 1

3
0

4 5
0.5 1

6
2

0

1

0

1.5 0

2.5

6

2

2

2

1

11

26

1

1.5 0

5

12

2

0

6

14

0

1

2

10.5

25

42

100

2

5. Many points of attachments in sideways around the belt. 1

0

2

6. Changeable height for holsters.

0

7. Simple and robust

1.5 2

0

1

0.5 0

7 Total Importance
0.5
6
14

0.5 0

1

2

2

2

Table 4. Decision matrix used to evaluate concepts for attaching holster to the belt.
A larger version can be found in appendix 8.5
0

Importance
14
6
26
12
14
2
25

1

2

3

Alternatives
4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Screws
Figure 2
Holster is threaded on belt
Figure 13
Toughbuilt clamps
Figure 14
Clamps on eylets
Figure 15
Iron dog tool gear
Figure 16
Hem belt with block
Figure 17
Double hem belt
Figure 18
Straps that attach to
themselves
Strap binding
Figure 20
Snicker's plastic flies
Figure 21
Spikes in eyelets, cover strap
Figure 22
Cover strap and plastic stops
Figure 23

Criteria
1. Detachable - quick and easy to fasten and change.
2. Ability to remove and add holsters without moving others.
3. Holsters are kept fixed in place.
4. The holsters are kept smooth on the outside.
5. Many points of attachments in sideways around the belt.
6. Changable height for holsters.
7. Simple and robust

Concept

Baseline

Choosing a concept for attaching holsters on the tool belt

Total
Weighted total

0
-1
-1
0
1
-1
0
-2
-20

1
0
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
-2
-37

1
0
0
0
0
-1
-1
-1
-13

1
0
-1
0
0
-1
0
-1
-14

1
0
0
0
0
-1
0
0
12

1
-1
0
0
0
-1
-1
-2
-19

1
0
-1
0
0
-1
-1
-2
-39

1
0
-1
0
-1
1
-1
-1
-49

1
0
-1
0
1
-1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
-1
0
0
12

3.5 Proof of concept prototype
As seen in table 4, the concepts with the highest weighted total score are the concepts shown in Figure 18, Figure 23 and Figure 24. Those are the best concepts to
continue with further development. Together with two senior engineers on
Husqvarna it was decided that the concept with spikes on the holsters that fit in
eyelets under a cover strap on the belt, seen in Figure 23, should be further developed and a proof of concept prototype should be produced to test the function.
For fastening the braces, a combination of the concept seen in Figure 27 from
Snickers, to use on the two front fasteners, and the concept seen in Figure 34 with
a front release buckle, to use on the fastener on the back. These concepts were
also chosen together with the two senior engineers from Husqvarna. They are
both incorporated in the proof of concept prototype.
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0
0
0
0
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0
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The final concept chosen was refined and sketched up in the CAD software SolidWorks and Autodesk 3ds Max. Instead of a fabric strap with eyelets, a strap of
plastic with punched out holes will be used. The measurements of the width of
the cover strap and the plastic strap and the size of the flies, which goes behind
the plastic strap, are mainly the same used in the similar belt from Snickers seen in
Figure 22, with some modifications. The prototype was produced with the help of
the company Solbacka Sadelmakeri.
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4 Findings and analysis
The two research questions, set in the beginning of the project and described in
chapter 1.2 are:
 What are the customers’ requirements for the new tool belt?
 How to develop a tool belt that meets the customers’ requirements?
The first question was answered with the help of the user interviews and the QFD
method, described in chapter 2 and 3.The customers’ requirements on the new
tool belt are the ones listed in Table 1 with the most important ones with the
highest score.
The second question was how to develop a tool belt that meets the customers’ requirements. In chapter 4.1 a list of overall improvements for the tool belt is listed,
and then in chapter 4.2, the final concept for attaching the holsters on the tool
belt and a concept for attaching braces on the belt is described. Those functions
are the ones that this report has mostly focused upon.

4.1 Room for improvements on the tool belt
There are a number of different areas that could be improved on the tool belt to
better meet the customers’ requirements. They include the two main functions
that this report is mainly focused on, but there are more that can be considered.
The areas that improvements can be made, include:
 A better way to fasten the holsters on the belt.
 Ability to fasten detachable braces on the tool belt.
 Larger variety of holsters and holders for:
o Spray can
o Water bottle or a bottle for extra fuel for the chainsaw
o A striking tool. Breaking bar, axe or sledgehammer
o Felling wedges. At least room for 3 wedges
o Universal pocket for accessories. For planning work etc.
o Chalk holder on a yo-yo function, seen in Figure 35
 An improved belt buckle with a step-less fitting.
 Nicer looking design with Husqvarna’s new design.
 Better materials including a breathable belt, pest and mold resistant and
more robust.
 Improved visibility. Reflection bands and brighter colors of the belt.
 Different sizes of the belt to fit better on different body shapes.
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Figure 35. Husqvarna’s chalk and chalk holder. Yo-yo function that could be used as a
chalk holder fastener to the tool belt.

Husqvarna is currently selling harnesses for their brushcutters, for example the
Balance XT harness seen in Figure 36. It uses a material, on the belt that goes
around the waist, which could be used in the new tool belt as well. It is two materials that are glued together, one patterned outer layer that is robust and strong,
and one smooth plastic like inner layer that makes it water resistant. The breathability of it has to be studied.

Figure 36. Balance XT harness from Husqvarna for brushcutters.

Figure 37. Material used in harnesses for brushcutters from Husqvarna.
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In an older version of the tool belt, another belt buckle was used. It consisted of a
metallic shackle that could be set in two positions, one more loosely fitted and one
close fitted. This belt can been seen in Figure 38. Due to legal trouble concerning
the use of the patent on that buckle, it was changed when the current tool belt was
developed. It was a popular buckle and many of the forestry workers interviewed
for this report have mentioned the old buckle and the desire to incorporate a similar design in the new buckle. Since it has been long since that buckle was used by
Husqvarna, there is a good chance that the patent now has expired and could possibly be incorporated in the new tool belt.

Figure 38. Belt buckle with a metallic shackle. Open and closed. From Husqvarna’s
old tool belt.

4.2 Final concept
As described in chapter 3.5 a final concept for the fastening method for attaching
holster and attaching braces to the belt was chosen. The sketches were refined in
the computer software SolidWorks and Autodesk 3ds Max. They were made so a
function prototype could be developed. The drawings from SolidWorks can be
found in appendix 8.6 and a concept illustration is shown in Figure 39.
The concept for attaching the holsters includes a plastic band, with holes, that is
attached in its lower edge so it can be folded down. Behind the plastic band, and
through the holes, flies from the holsters are threaded. The plastic band and the
holster flies is then covered and secured by a fabric band that is sewn on to the
belt in the upper end and attached to the belt with snap fasteners in the lower end.
The function of final concept chosen for attaching the holster on the belt is better
than the function of the current belt with screws, as seen in Figure 2, for the requirement “Detachable - quick and easy to fasten and change”. That is the first requirement on the attachment system seen in Table 3. It is about the same as the
current belt for all other requirements except for being able to change height on
the holsters. That requirement was found to be the least important one, as seen in
Table 3, so this concept will overall be a better solution for attaching the holsters
on the belt than the screws.
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Figure 39. 3D sketch of the final concept of the tool belt. Made in the software 3ds
Max.

For attaching the braces, there were some requirements set in chapter 3.3.2. The
concept chosen has an easy way to attach and remove the braces on the front of
the body and it has and even easier fastening method on the back where it is hard
to see the attachment system. The metal fasteners on the front are strong and can
easily hold up the weight of the belt, and if the front release buckle on the back is
made with a high quality plastic it as well, it will be strong enough to suit the
needs. It will have to be tested by forestry workers in the field to see if it can withstand the harsh environment described in chapter 2.1.

Figure 40. Concept for attaching braces. Metal hooks on the two front points of attachments and a front release buckle on the back.

A “proof of concept” prototype was produced of the final concept. The main purpose of the prototype is to test the function for attaching the holsters to the belt.
The prototype was produced with the help of the company Solbacka Sadelmakeri
and it can be seen in Figure 41.
.
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Figure 41. “Proof of concept” prototype produced with the help of Solbacka
Sadelmakeri.
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5 Discussion and conclusions
The purpose of this report is answered and the authors of this report are satisfied
with the outcome. Both of the research questions, found in chapter 1.2 and listed
below, have been studied and the results have been presented, with a satisfying
outcome.
 What are the customers’ requirements for the new tool belt?
 How to develop a tool belt that meets the customers’ requirements?

5.1 Discussion of method
All the methods used in this report contributed to the result, and were all necessary. But some of it could have been done differently to possibly get an even better result. More time could have been spent on interviews to get an even better
view of the professional customers’ requirements for the tool belt. Preferably a
study of how forest workers work in different regions and countries and interview
them to get at wider understanding how the belt is used worldwide. But the decision was made to delimit the time for interviews so the project could continue.
The impact of those interviews was good, and it would probably be more beneficial if it had been decided to continue with more interviews.
Responses from the tool belt users were not always consistent and the ranking for
some of the requirements had a large spread. Just taking the mean of all the requirements might not be the best statistical method. Other methods including
standard deviation could also have been used to show the spread. The number of
answers should also have been larger to get a statistically accurate result. However,
the statistical results from the QFD-method were not interpreted literally, they
were used mostly for guidance.
The pairwise comparison was made by the authors’ own conclusion with the customers’ requirements in mind. This ranking could have been established together
with the users for a more accurate importance rank. But the chosen method still
gave a good result and helped in developing the concepts presented in this report.
The decision matrix was a helpful tool to compare the different concepts generated to choose the best one.
It is common for projects to fail to stick to the time plan established in the beginning of a project, especially for people with little experience of project work like
us. The project followed the time plan up until the idea stage, but it was hard to
figure out a solution that meet the requirements and also were better and easier
than the current belt. This resulted in a lot of time spent just to come up with
ideas without getting anything and it felt frustrating. In hindsight, even this part
was necessary to get the results.
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5.2 Discussion of findings
The first research question for this report was to identify the customers’ requirements on the new tool belt. This was done and the results were good and relevant
and helpful in developing the new tool belt. But as mentioned in the discussion of
the method, in chapter 5.1, the customers’ requirements mostly reflect the opinions of forestry workers in Sweden.
The second research question was to develop a new tool belt that meet the customers’ requirements with the focus on a new attachment system for the holsters
and also braces. The final concept, which is described in chapter 4.2 does not
meet all the customers’ requirements set by users or the requirements set by the
authors with the customers’ requirements in mind. The requirement to be able to
change the height of the holsters, as the current tool belt meet, is not met by the
final concept presented in this report. Although, this requirement was found to be
less important and was not given a big priority when the concepts were generated
and the final concept was chosen.

5.3 Conclusions and further research
From the information gathered in this report, while talking to customers and analyzing the current tool belt, it has been found that there is a strong demand for a
new tool belt with improved functionality. The concept for fastening holsters and
braces on the belt is a feasible solution that can be incorporated in the new tool
belt. To continue the work started, by this report, more time should be spent on
the QFD method’s other sections to make sure the new tool belt will meet the
customers’ requirements. More prototypes should also be produced and user testing should be carried out to make sure the new tool belt is one that the professional forestry workers really find useful and will buy. Also, to make sure the tool
belt and its function can withstand the harsh environment in the forest, described
in chapter 2.1, the materials chosen should also be robust and strong.
The final concept includes two similar solutions to attach holsters and braces to
the belt as the tool belt from Snickers Workwear [15]. A thorough patent investigation, by Husqvarna’s legal department, needs to be done before continuing to
develop the concept to make sure no patents infringements are made.
The new tool belt should incorporate all the features and functions listed in chapter 4.1. They are strongly demanded by the customers. The shape of the belt
should be studied to make the new belt ergonomic and comfortable to wear.
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8.1 Time Plan
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8.2 Interview protocol
Translated from Swedish to English.
 How often are you out working in the forest?
 Do you use a tool belt?







What kind of tool belt do you use today?
Have you used any other tool belt before?
What are the advantages of your current tool belt?
What are the disadvantages of your current tool belt?
What were the advantages of your old tool belt compared to your new?
What were your disadvantages of your old tool belt compared to your
new?
 What was the reason you changed tool belt?
 What would make you change tool belt now?
 Have you seen any function in any other tool belt that you would want in
yours?
 What tools do you carry in your tool belt?
 Do you fit all the tools you want on your tool belt?
 Is there some kind of pocket or holster that you are missing on your tool
belt?
 Do you carry drinking water with you when you are working? How?
 Do you find your tool belt comfortable to wear?
 Do you find your tool belt heavy?
 Do you get pain in your back or anywhere else when you have worn the
belt for a while?
 Do you distribute the weight evenly on your tool belt?
 Do you carry thing anywhere else than on your tool belt? On your back, in
pockets in jacket or pants?
 Would you want to carry more things on your tool belt, including possibly
on braces on chest or back?
 Do you sometimes change what tools you carry in your tool belt?
 Do you change what tools you carry in your tool belt while you are in the
forest working?
 Do you carry anything in the back of the belt?
 Is anything ever in the way for you on the tool belt?
 Do you find it important to quickly be able to put on and take off the tool
belt?
 Do you find it important to be able to change holsters while wearing the
tool belt?
 Do you carry the chain saw far? How?
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 Do you find it heavy and clunky to carry your chain saw?
 Would you want to carry your chain saw on your back?







Do you ever wash your tool belt? How?
Do you find it important to be able to wash it?
Do you get warm of carrying your tool belt?
Have you experienced your tool belt getting in worse condition over time?
What does it mean to you that a tool belt is robust?
Rank the following user requirements: Ergonomic, adaptive to the user,
functionality, price, robustness, wieldy, safety, design, and innovation.
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8.3 Customers’ requirements form spreadsheet

The spreadsheet used to calculate the weighting of the customers’ requirements.
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7

8

9

12.15
1.77
1.46
2.46
3.02
4.31
2.84

Weighted

43.38
6.31
5.23
8.77
10.77
15.38
10.15
100

3.90
4.81
2.98
99.69

Average

564
82
68
114
140
200
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32.50
41.67
25.83
100
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4

1
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84
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5.23
4.31
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Tool belt
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0
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5
5
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5
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5
5
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1
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5
5
5
0
9
6 15
5
0 10 10
0
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

23.08
17.31
32.69
26.92
100
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Holster and holders
Easy to change and move holsters around the belt
Easy to get tools in and out of holsters
Holsters fixed in place when placed on belt
Changeable height for holsters
Place for many felling wedges
Hostler keeps hooks and scissor sharp
Holder for sledgehammer/ breaking bar/ axe
Holder for spray can or water bottle (and small fuel bottle)
Universal holster/pocket for planning (for flagging tape, radio controller, phone etc)
Holder for chalk
Holsters kept free of water and sticks and needles
Sum=100

300
225
425
350
1300

Sum=100

10 30 20 25 70
0 20 20 10 10
50
0 20 20 20
10 25 10 10
0
30 25 30 35
0
100 100 100 100 100

30 20 40 10 25 50 25
5 15
25 10 20 25
0 20 50 15
40 30 30 35 25 50 30 20 35
30 25 20 35 25
0 25 25 35
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Sum=100

Sum=100

40 10 30
0
10 30 20
0
20 30 20 60
30 30 30 40
100 100 100 100

Belt
Easy to adjust size
Belt buckle keeps the size
Ergonomic belt
Comfortable to wear
Material
Robust
Scratch tolerant materials
Pest resilient materials
Mould resilient material
Keeps dry
Keeps you warm when it’s cold
Keeps you cool when it’s hot
Other
Good design
Low price
Good instructions how to use the belt

Accessories
Fasten braces on the belt
Vest instead of braces with pockets
Back pack carrier for chain saw
“Camel back” for water
Seat cushion
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8.4 House of quality
House of quality used with template from qfdonline.com [11].
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8.5 Decision matrix

Large version of the decision matrix, found in chapter 3.4, used to evaluate concepts for holster fasteners.
Choosing a concept for attaching holsters on the tool belt

Criteria
1. Detachable - quick and easy to fasten and change.
2. Ability to remove and add holsters without moving others.
3. Holsters are kept fixed in place.
4. The holsters are kept smooth on the outside.
5. Many points of attachments in sideways around the belt.
6. Changable height for holsters.
7. Simple and robust

Concept

1

0
-1
-1
0
1
-1
0
-2
-20

2

1
0
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
-2
-37

3

1
0
0
0
0
-1
-1
-1
-13

Alternatives
4
5

1
0
-1
0
0
-1
0
-1
-14

1
0
0
0
0
-1
0
0
12

6

1
-1
0
0
0
-1
-1
-2
-19

7

1
0
-1
0
0
-1
-1
-2
-39

8

1
0
-1
0
-1
1
-1
-1
-49

1
0
-1
0
1
-1
0
0

9

0

10

1
0
0
0
0
-1
0
0
12

11

1
0
0
0
0
-1
0
0
12
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Importance
14
6
26
12
14
2
25
Total
Weighted total

Screws
Figure 2
Holster is threaded on belt
Figure 13
Toughbuilt clamps
Figure 14
Clamps on eylets
Figure 15
Iron dog tool gear
Figure 16
Hem belt with block
Figure 17
Double hem belt
Figure 18
Straps that attach to
themselves
Strap binding
Figure 20
Snicker's plastic flies
Figure 21
Spikes in eyelets, cover strap
Figure 22
Cover strap and plastic stops
Figure 23
Baseline
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8.6 Drawing sheets

Belt
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Plastic band with holes
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Holster
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Tool belt assembly
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